EMPLEYEE OF THE QUARTER

Pictured with KyuJung Whang are Marica Mikavica, and Cynthia Ryan from the College of Veterinary Medicine
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EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER

MARICA MIKAVICA

This nomination is from one of our customers, another great example of our organizational values being used properly and showing they are important to the success of Facilities Services. Marica Mikavica does an outstanding job of keeping her assigned offices clean.

Quoting directly from the nomination: “She is very conscientious about her duties in Schurman Hall. I arrive in the office early in the morning and have seen firsthand how hard she works. The Office of Student and Academic Services at the Vet Med Center receives a lot of foot traffic during the day, students, faculty and supply vendors stop by constantly. During the winter they all track in so much snow and salt the carpet looks like a sidewalk by the end of the day. On top of this, the “barn boot” people leave behind debris that makes it smell, well, like a barn. That said, every morning when I get to the office our floors, counters, and trash cans are sparkly clean. This winner’s attention to detail is outstanding; she is thorough and meticulous in her work and truly exemplifies the definition of excellence.” ....End of quote

This past year Marica was out for a short period, everyone knows the custodians cover for one another when one of their fellow colleagues is out. The work was done well in her absence, but sometimes it takes an absence to appreciate what a great job one is doing.

Marica goes the extra mile to make sure her section is immaculate. Cynthia Ryan expressed what a difference that makes to her office and for that their customers are very grateful.

SAS Vet Med Offices consider Marica Mikavica one of their team!